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Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions
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1. (a) Explain in brief the construction methods

for dams and river works. 10

(b) What are the construction methods used

for making high rise buildings ? 10

2. (a) Explain the modern construction methods

of pier and cassion foundation and shafts

and tunnels. 10

(b) Explain in detail the method of open

excavation describing various

characteristics. 10

3. (a) What are the various equipments required

for tunneling and Dredging ? 10

(b) Describe the various construction

techniques for drilling and earth moving.

10

4. (a) Explain the equipments required for

flooring and floor finishing with the help

of neat and clean diagrams. 10

(b) What are the techniques for constructing

hoisting and erection method and blasting

method ? 10

5. (a) How are the excavations supported during

basement construction ? 10

(b) Explain the construction methods for

bridges and pipelines. 10

6. (a) How will you control ground water

during excavations ? 10

(b) What are the various construction

methods used in basement construction ?

10

7. (a) Write a short note on crushers, feeders

and screening equipments. 10

(b) Explain the batching and mixing

equipments used in construction industry.

10

8. (a) What are the equipments that can be used

for dewatering and pumping ? 10

(b) What are the construction methods used

for basement water proofing ? 10
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